Abstract-The ultimate goal of this work is a real-time processing framework for ultrasound image reconstruction augmented with machine learning. To attain this, we have implemented WaveFlow -a set of ultrasound data acquisition and processing tools for TensorFlow. WaveFlow includes: ultrasound Environments (connection points between the input raw ultrasound data source and TensorFlow) and signal processing Operators (ops) library. Raw data can be processed in real-time using algorithms available both in TensorFlow and WaveFlow. Currently, WaveFlow provides ops for B-mode image reconstruction (beamforming), signal processing and quantitative ultrasound. The ops were implemented both for the CPU and GPU, as well as for built-in automated tests and benchmarks. To demonstrate WaveFlow's performance, ultrasound data were acquired from wire and cyst phantoms and elaborated using selected sequences of the ops. We implemented and evaluated: Delay-and-Sum beamformer, synthetic transmit aperture imaging (STAI), planewave imaging (PWI), envelope detection algorithm and dynamic range clipping. The benchmarks were executed on the NVidia R Titan X GPU integrated in the USPlatform research scanner (us4us Ltd., Poland). We achieved B-mode image reconstruction frame rates of 55 fps, 17 fps for the STAI and the PWI algorithms, respectively. The results showed the feasibility of realtime ultrasound image reconstruction using WaveFlow operators in the TensorFlow framework. WaveFlow source code can be found at github.com/waveflow-team/waveflow.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, we can observe a growing interest in the use of deep learning methods and GPU processing in ultrasound imaging. Various machine learning tasks have been considered for this modality, eg. classification, segmentation (for CAD systems) and image enhancement [4] , [5] , [6] . What is more, the implementation of ultrasound imaging pipeline directly on GPU becomes more popular and realistic to perform, mostly due to increasing power of the available technology [7] , [9] . The Software Defined Ultrasound paradigm naturally opens the possibility to apply machine learning tools at any stage of the imaging pipeline, especially to process raw ultrasound radio-frequency (RF) data. This idea is highly promising and becomes well supported by hardware, however the appropriate software architecture still has to be developed.
Ultrasound image reconstruction algorithms can be defined and implemented as a sequence of signal processing operations like: filtering, Delay-and-Sum (DAS) beamforming, envelope detection and dynamic range clipping. These operations have a clear functional definition and constitute the data processing pipeline. The target implementation of the pipeline should be easy to rearrange depending on the needs, e.g. the software should provide a convenient way to introduce new signal filtering operations. The idea of ultrasound imaging pipeline has been already considered and evaluated in previous publications [8] , [9] . Each of this work considers own, different implementation of the pipeline framework, with operations implemented specifically for one type of the processing device.
In this work we present WaveFlow [1] -a set of ultrasound data acquisition and processing tools for TensorFlow. TensorFlow is a framework, which allows to define a dataflow graph, whose nodes represent operators (units of computation, ops), and edges represent ops input/output data (tensors) [2] . Each op can have an implementation for multiple processing devices, like CPU or GPU. This software gained the most popularity, thanks to a broad library of available machine learning algorithms, however the framework can be used not only for AI training and inference. In WaveFlow, we provide a collection of high-level signal processing ops and tools, which can constitute imaging pipeline. Those operators can be added to the graph, and process RF data to reconstruct B-mode frames. Furthermore, WaveFlow and TensorFlow ops can be placed in the same graph what provides a convenient way to augment ultrasound image reconstruction with machine learning.
II. METHODOLOGY
WaveFlow includes ultrasound Environments and signal processing Operators (ops) library for TensorFlow.
A. Ultrasound Environment
The Ultrasound Environment is a connection point between the input raw RF data source (i.e. dataset, simulation or hardware scanner) and TensorFlow framework. It feeds the graph with: UltrasoundEnv TensorFlow Agent RF, metadata reward action Fig. 1 . Ultrasound Environment provides observations (RF data and metadata), which can be processed by graph defined in TensorFlow. Currently, Ultrasound Environment is an read-only environment specialized for ultrasound imaging.
• raw RF data stored as a TensorFlow tensor, • metadata, e.g.:
-examined physical environment parameters, like speed of sound, -ultrasound probe parameters, like aperture size and sampling frequency. The name Ultrasound Environment loosely refers to reinforcement learning task environments, where some software agent takes some actions so as to maximize some cumulative reward [10] . WaveFlow currently provides only observations from the environment, so it is possible to reconstruct ultrasound image on further steps (see figure 1) . However, this idea can be extended in future e.g. with actions to perform.
B. Signal Processing Operators
The data provided by the Ultrasound Environment can be processed by operators registered in TensorFlow framework. WaveFlow includes implementations of the following ops:
• pre-processing: e.g. FIR filter;
• mid-processing: Delay-and-Sum (DAS) beamformer, including the Synthetic Transmit Aperture Imaging (STAI) and the Plane Wave Imaging (PWI); • post-processing: e.g. envelope detection, dynamic adjustment. These ops can be chained into a classical ultrasound image reconstruction pipeline, as presented in figure 2. The pipeline can be augmented with machine learning tools at any step of processing. Here we present two simple use cases as an example: applying neural network to estimate homodyned K distribution parameters from beamformed data (figure 3), and applying convolutional network to classify beamformed image (figure 4). Our public library of ops will be extended with the quantitative ultrasound (qUS) estimators in future.
Whenever possible, convenient and efficient, we implemented WaveFlow operations as a composition of ops available in the TensorFlow core library (e.g. Hilbert transform using the FFT). For other cases (e.g. DAS) we have provided our own implementations for the CPU and GPU.
III. EVALUATION
The most recent performance evaluations are available at [1] . Here we present the imaging pipeline throughput (figure 2) , evaluated using the following software and hardware: Table I presents the number of miliseconds required to process an input data frame at each step of the pipeline. In total, 18 ms/frame was required for the STAI (55 FPS), and 60 ms/frame (17 FPS) for the PWI.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we implemented and verified the feasibility and efficiency of WaveFlow -a set of ultrasound data acquisition and processing tools for TensorFlow on a GPU-based ultrasonic research scanner. The results of the experiments proved that our software can be successfully used to reconstruct ultrasound B-mode images in real-time.
Tight integration with TensorFlow opens a possibility to conveniently integrate the imaging pipeline with machine learning algorithms. It also supports execution on multiple processing units, for the price of accepting limitations of this software (e.g. static dataflow graph). WaveFlow extends the TensorFlow framework with a collection of general purpose, signal processing algorithms. It can be used to reconstruct ultrasound images in particular, and can be executed on GPU or CPU, in experimental real-time environment or for research purposes.
Waveflow is an open-source effort (github.com/waveflowteam/waveflow) and contributors are welcome.
